Computational insights into the membrane fusion mechanism of SARS-CoV-2 at the cellular level
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ABSTRACT

The membrane fusion mechanism of SARS-CoV-2 offers an attractive target for the development of small molecule antiviral inhibitors. Fusion involves an initial binding of the crown-like trimeric spike glycoproteins of SARS-CoV-2 to the receptor angiotensin II-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) on the permissive host cellular membrane and a prefusion to post-fusion conversion of the spike trimer. During this conversion, the fusion peptides of the spike trimer are inserted into the host membrane to bring together the host and viral membranes for membrane fusion in highly choreographic events. However, geometric constraints due to interactions with the membranes remain poorly understood. In this study, we build structural models of super-complexes of spike trimer/ACE2 dimers based on the molecular structures of the ACE2/neutral amino acid transporter B0AT heterodimer. We determine the conformational constraints due to the membrane geometry on the enzymatic activity of ACE2 and on the viral fusion process. Furthermore, we find that binding three ACE2 dimers per spike trimer is essential to open the central pore as necessary for triggering productive membrane fusion through an elongation of the central stalk. The reported findings thus provide valuable insights for targeting the membrane fusion mechanism for drug design at the molecular level.

1. Introduction

SARS-CoV-2 (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus-2) is responsible for the current ongoing COVID-19 pandemic that has already infected over 206 million people and killed more than 4.3 million patients worldwide [1–4]. Global efforts are underway to find potential treatments of this virus and its variants using fundamental understanding at the molecular level, resulting in a wealth of structural information. SARS-CoV-2 is a non-homogeneous, non-symmetric, spherical particle of about 900 Å in diameter with 48 S trimers on the surface. The S trimers bind to the human ACE2 (Angiotensin-II Converting Enzyme-2) receptors on the host cell membrane and initiate the viral membrane fusion process, enabling the viral content including the genomic RNA to enter the host cell for rapid replication [5–7,19–26]. Recent studies have reported molecular structures of individual S protein trimers of SARS-CoV-2 in both prefusion and post-fusion states as well as of the ACE2 dimer in open and closed states, sub-complexes of S trimer with the peptidase
domain (PD) of ACE2, and the receptor-binding domain (RBD) of the S protein with intact ACE2 [5–7,19,20]. Despite the wealth of piecemeal structural information, the structure of the super-complex that leads to membrane fusion upon bringing together the viral and host cellular membranes remains to be established and is the subject of this study. In addition, the interactions that are essential to modulate the physiological enzymatic activity of ACE2 for converting the voncostericon-8-residue peptide hormone of angiotensin-2 to the vasodilator 7-residue peptide hormone of angiotensin remain poorly understood [27,28] and are addressed through our modeling of super-complexes of the spike trimer with ACE2 dimers.

Membrane fusion is a thermodynamically unfavorable process that requires activation and is often coupled to other highly exerogenic mechanisms that help to overcome significant kinetic barriers [29–35]. Coronaviruses exhibit a conserved type I membrane fusion mechanism in which HR-1 (Heptad Repeat-1) and HR-2 (Heptad Repeat-2) of the S protein are folded into two separated helices in the meso-stable prefusion state that pack against each other like a ‘loaded spring’ [35,36]. The two units become a single elongated continuous helix in the post-fusion state in which the three elongated helices from the three subunits of the S trimer form an ultra-stable core structure. Prior to the conversion, the S protein is proteolytically cleaved into fragments S1 and S2 [20]. The S1 fragment contains the receptor-binding domain (RBD) and S2 has the fusion peptide (FP). However, the post-fusion state of the S2 fragment differs from an initially formed extended intermediate state. In the post-fusion state, viral and host membranes are merged after the FP migrates next to the trans-membrane domain (TMD). In the prefusion state, FP and TMD are located on the opposite ends of the S2 fragment, and the viral and host membranes remain separated by ~200 Å or more. The length of the extended helices and central stalk vary among the various coronaviruses as they interact with different host receptors and coreceptors for viral entry [37]. In general, membrane fusion involves five states: (i) prefusion, (ii) extended intermediate, (iii) collapsed intermediate, (iv) hemi-fusion intermediate, and (v) the ultra-stable post-fusion product, which makes the fusion process irreversible. Non-specific dissociation of S1 from S2 could lead to the rapid conversion of S2 from prefusion to post-fusion. However, such dissociation would not necessarily cause membrane fusion if the ACE-2 bound RBD of S1 plays an active role in bringing together the membranes of the host and the virus. Therefore, it is necessary to elucidate the extended intermediates critical for membrane fusion, based on known prefusion and post-fusion S protein structures.

The important influence of the membrane on the assembly of macromolecular supercomplexes is often underestimated. High-resolution in vitro structural studies are typically carried out using truncated soluble forms of transmembrane proteins. However, the binding energies can be quite different, as for example in the spike protein-ACE2 subcomplexes mentioned above. Beyond the spike protein, perhaps the most classic example is the large difference in binding affinity of insulin and insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF1) when comparing the full-length and truncated soluble forms of the human insulin receptor [38]. Not only does the binding affinity differ by 3 orders of magnitude, but also the nature of binding is altered [38]. In fact, the full-length insulin receptor dimer unexpectedly binds four insulins, not just two as previously observed in the truncated insulin receptor [39,40]. Therefore, the TMD as well as the geometry of the membrane could dramatically alter quaternary interactions of the proteins involved. We computationally address the importance of the membrane in the viral-host membrane fusion in this study.

Extensive studies have already been carried out on how FP[s might be folded and inserted into the different phospholipid membrane, both experimentally and computationally [41–48]. Those studies focused on a step after the FP[s have been repositioned from a location near the viral membrane buried inside the pre-fusion state to a new location near the host membrane in an exposed position, pointing away in the post-fusion state. Thus, our study fundamentally differs from the prior work because we focus on an intermediate step from the pre-fusion to postfusion conversion. Moreover, even after the FP has been inserted into the host membrane and after the S2 peptide in the proposed hemifusion state, there is still a large energy barrier for transition of the two membranes that are in contact by a single line (through the S2 fragment in a lying-down position) to those with a pore generated to connect them. A minimal requirement for pore formation is that three contact lines between the two membranes from three S2 fragments are needed to be arranged in a closed triangle, a topological requirement that is essential in the third dimension and has often been overlooked. A simple analogy of this requirement in the membrane fusion process via a pore formation can be viewed in the reverse process of cell division through contractile ring [49,50].

2. Computational methods and atomic models

Least-square alignment of equivalent structures was carried out initially using secondary-structure based alignment with the graphics Coot and then using the CCP4 suite for further alignment [51,52]. The corresponding transformation matrices were used for docking and making movies. Figures were made using the graphics application PyMOL [53].

To address the feasibility of the proposed formation of spike trimeric trimers with ACE2 dimers, we used the Molecular Mechanics Generalized Born Solvation Area Model [54] as implemented in the AmberTools20 package to assess the free energy of complex formation after energy minimization with the PMEMD (also part the Amber package) [55]. Starting coordinates were taken from the trimeric spike protein with one RBD in an up position and two RBDs in a down position (PDB accession number of 6vsb) and from the dimeric ACE2 in complex with BOAT and one RBD bound (6m17) [7,20]. For the simplicity of calculations, we removed the membrane phospholipids, transmembrane helical domains, and glycans because none of them was directly involved in complex formation. This omission would have some effects on solvation energy, but we estimated this effect to be relatively small and should not affect the main conclusion on our computational results because they are far away from the site of complex formation. However, the validation of this approximation needs to be further confirmed experimentally. Nevertheless, membranes must play an important geometrical role on the fusion reaction because a single contact line between two membranes will not open a pore between them.

Three complexes were examined computationally: (i) complex-1 with one ACE2/BOAT dimer bound to one spike trimer, (ii) complex-2 with two ACE2/BOAT dimers bound to the spike trimer after the second RBD of the spike protein underwent from the down-to-up transition, and (iii) complex-3 with three ACE2/BOAT dimers bound to the spike trimer after the second and third RDBs of the spike protein underwent from the down-to-up transition. Conformation of the spike trimer in its supercomplex with three ACE2/BOAT dimers done this study was essentially identical to one predicted computationally and independently [56]. Schrödinger Maestro 2020–2 (Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY) was used to visualize and reconstruct the protein structures through a pre-processing step with its Protein Preparation Wizard. This interface GUI included proper assignment of bond order, ionization and protoconation state, rebuilding missing side chain atoms and H atoms, fixing disoriented side chains, and capping both N and C termini. Without the transmembrane helical domain, the sequence of spike protein included residues 11 to 1140.
3. Results

3.1. Models of membrane-bound spike trimers and dimers of ACE2/B(0)AT heterodimer

Viral membrane fusion requires significant conformational changes of both viral and host cellular membranes. Here, we analyze geometric constraints essential for membrane fusion using atomistic models of the fully glycosylated, full-length S trimer of SARS-CoV-2 in the prefusion state embedded in a viral membrane. The models have been generated from the structures of ACE2 complexed with the membrane-bound neutral amino acid transporter, B(0)AT, in a host cellular membrane (Fig. 1) [55]. In the S model, there is an extended central stalk of about 90 Å before the TM is anchored to the viral membrane, with models for HR2 and the C-terminal domains of S2 recently confirmed by experiments [36]. While most of the S trimers have rigid crown-like structures, some exhibit a flexible extension [16,17]. We address whether the joined HR1/HR2 continuous helix of S2 (formed in the first step of viral membrane fusion from the two single helices) is long enough and necessary to insert its FP into the host cellular membrane.

We have used these fully atomistic models of the membrane portion to generate two S trimers (starting with PDB ID of 6vxx), including three copies of the atomistic model for three dimers of ACE2/B(0)AT complex (6m17) to form S trimer/ACE2 dimer super-complexes [Fig. 1b, 1c, 1e, 1f] [7,20]. The two S trimers on the SARS-CoV-2 viral surface are more flexible, with geometry based on the S-to-S distribution on SARS-CoV-1 viral particles [13,16]. The geometry of the three ACE2 dimers was assumed on the basis of the symmetrized open-2 conformation (6crz) of the SARS-CoV-1 S trimer, as discussed below [25]. The relationship of the three conformations observed for the S protein trimers is described in online Supporting materials (OSM, Fig. S1; Video 1A, 1B, 1C).

3.2. Symmetrized open conformations of spike trimers

The central pore of the S1 trimer must open up to accommodate an elongated S2 central stalk formed in an extended helix intermediate during the first step of viral membrane fusion. In either the symmetric closed S trimer or the asymmetric open conformations, two or three RBDs are in the “down” position, completely blocking the extension of S2 through the S1 central pore. In the presence of

---

Fig. 1. Full atomistic models of S trimer within the viral membrane and ACE2 complex within the host cellular membrane. (a) Asymmetric 6vyb S trimer. One subunit is in blue-to-red rainbow color, the other two subunits are in silver and grey. Glycans are CPK sphere representation. (b, c) Two orthogonal views of two symmetric 6vxx models with glycans omitted. Computationally modeled extension of about 90 Å is indicated. (d) Symmetric 6m17 dimer of heterodimeric ACE2/B(0)AT complex. (e, f) Two orthogonal views of three dimers of ACE2/B(0)AT complex with the ACE2 in a closed conformation. See Fig. 1 for comparison with the closed and open-1 structures and Video 1A, 1B, and 1C for motions between them. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
some neutralizing antibodies, all three S subunits in an “up” position have been observed in which antibodies block the binding of ACE2 [9]. For other antibodies, the up-down equilibrium of the S protein is shifted to the “down” position [9]. Therefore, the symmetric S trimer ought to exist in both open-1 and open-2 conformations as would asymmetric mixed-open conformations. The symmetric open conformation defines the minimum pore size because the mixed-open conformation could still obstruct the central pore by a single “down” conformation of the RBD regardless of “open” conformations of the remaining two RBDS. We describe the nature of symmetric open conformations before discussing their implication on viral membrane fusion.

We applied 3-fold symmetry for generating open-1 and open-2 conformations (Fig. 2a-c). For the symmetric closed conformation, three RBDS of each S trimer strongly interact with each other (Fig. 2a). In the symmetric open-1 conformation, each RBD is displaced away from the 3-fold axis by 21.2 Å with an open central pore (Video 1c). In the symmetric open-2 conformation, the displacement of RBD increases by an additional 2.5 Å with further opening of the central pore, which is large enough for the passage of an extended S2 central stalk (Fig. 2c). However, the orientation of the RBD is altered by 16.7° between the open-1 and open-2 conformations, which would result in a large displacement of the ACE2 dimer on the host membrane away from each other, thus thinning the host cellular membrane. Given the known amount of rotation between the closed and open-1 conformations, 18 intermediate structures were computationally generated by linear extrapolation of rotation angles. A series of overlaid structures demonstrate motion of the resulting conversion (Fig. 2d). The rotation does not significantly change the interaction of the RBD with the N-terminal domain (NTD) of a neighboring monomer. Likewise, three intermediate structures are generated for visualization of the open-1-to-open-2 conversion (Fig. 2e). In the second set of displacements, the distance between the RBD and its interacting NTD increases slightly. In the 6crz structure [25], the NTD follows the movement of the RBD with the rotation axis closer to the center of the NTD. In both sets of motions, the RBD surface of S1 that binds the PD of ACE2 rotates outward for easy accessibility to the PD. At the same time, the NTD of S1 moves downward toward the viral membrane, bringing the two membranes closer together.

The importance of the symmetrized spike trimer has recently been confirmed in the complex of soluble spike trimer with an engineered ACE2 trimer [57]. The binding affinity of the spike protein from a monomerized ACE2 to the trimerized ACE2 has improved by 3 orders of magnitude (with apparent IC50 values of 27 nM and 30 pM, respectively). Yet, there is very little difference in the binding of soluble spike trimer between the monomeric ACE2 and physiologically relevant ACE2 dimer. This highlights strong cooperativity and allosterism within the spike protein-multiple ACE2 complexes, and suggests that the geometry of dimeric ACE2 is not suitable for binding two RBDS of each spike trimer even though the mean binding affinity of ACE2 to the subsequent RBDS significantly increases upon an initial binding. Thus, additional ACE2 dimers would be required for formation of larger super-complex as a basis for our modeling.

3.3. Symmetric dimer of full-length ACE2 complexed with B(0)AT

The full-length ACE2 consists of three domains: the peptidase domain (PD), collectrin domain (CD), and type 1 helical TMD (Fig. 4a) [7]. ACE2 belongs to the type I membrane protein family and forms a rigid dimer mainly through the CD and its surrounding residues as well as indirectly through its TMD with the neutral amino acid transporter B(0)AT (or B^AT) (Fig. 3a). The high-affinity binding of the RBD to the ACE2 dimer, with one RBD interacting with the PD of dimeric ACE2, does not alter the conformation of the ACE2 dimer in that structure (Fig. 3b). A bi-lobal structure of PD has a substrate-binding cleft that opens and closes for the extracellular processing of angiotensin-2 to generate angiotensin (residues 1–7) and remains in the open position in the absence of its substrate [27,28,58]. Evidence exists that PD can be locked down in a closed conformation or inhibited conformation with an inhibitor. For instance, human testicular ACE2 PD is observed in the inhibited conformation when inhibitor MLN-4760 with a Zn2+ ion is bound in its peptidase active site, involving a subdomain rotation of about 17° from the open to closed conformations (Video 2a, 2b) [58].

The spacing between two RBDS bound within the ACE2 dimer in either open or closed conformation is far greater than the distance between any two RBDS within each S trimer and therefore this would exclude the possibility that these two RBDS belong to a single S trimer (Fig. 3a, e). Thus, two RBDS bound to ACE2 dimer would have to come from two adjacent S trimers on the surface of coronavirus. Upon superposition of the common RBD-PD interactions present in both the ACE2/RBD complex and the spike protein/PD complex [19,20,22,24,25], we dock two S trimers to each ACE2 dimer, and three ACE2 dimers to each S trimer. This process can be repeated to form larger super-complexes having multiple ACE2 dimers and multiple S trimers.

3.4. Symmetric super-complex of one ACE2 dimer with two SARS-CoV-2 S trimers

When two S trimers are docked onto the inhibited conformation of the ACE2 dimer, the 3-fold axes of the S trimers are approximately parallel to the 2-fold dyad of ACE2 dimer. The viral membrane and host membrane are also approximately parallel with each other (Fig. 3f, g). The estimated distance between the two membranes is ~ 250 Å, which is approximately the length of a fusion-active extended intermediate. The spacing between the two S trimers bound to the single ACE2 dimer is about 140 Å, matching the spacing of two adjacent S trimers on the viral surface [13] to represent an initial binding mode. Given that two adjacent S trimers are likely to align with P2 symmetry on the surface of coronaviruses, the dyad of two closest S trimers should be aligned with that of the ACE2 dimer [13]. Therefore, it is likely that coronaviruses have exploited the symmetry and dimension of the ACE2/B(0)AT complex for simultaneously binding two adjacent S trimers on their surface.

When two S trimers are docked onto the open conformation of the ACE2 dimer, the PD of ACE2 rotates outward by about 17° from its closed conformation as does the bound RBD (Fig. 3; Video 2). As a result, the 3-fold axis of the S trimer and the 2-fold dyad of ACE2 dimer have a tilt angle of about 20° (and the spacing between the two S trimers at the viral membrane surface increases to about 260 Å). However, the tilted configuration is not consistent with the convex surface of the virus particle, consequently the ACE2 open conformation cannot simultaneously bind two S trimers on the surface of the same virus. This observation suggests that the open conformation of the ACE2 dimer can bind only one S trimer and that the open-to-closed transition must occur before it binds the second S trimer. Given the nanomolar binding affinity between the RBD of the S protein and the PD of ACE2, this binding energy is sufficient to drive the open-to-closed transition of ACE2 dimer, and likely lock down the PD of ACE2 in the inhibited conformation. In this conformation, the peptidase active site of ACE2 should no longer be accessible for processing its substrate. Therefore, our analysis suggests that before the viral membrane process, SARS-CoV-2 S proteins appear to have an ability to disable ACE2’s normal extracellular peptidase activity.
Fig. 2. Comparison of three spike conformations in context of trimer. (a) Two orthogonal views of the closed conformation (6vxx). (b) Two orthogonal views of the open-1 conformation (modeled after 6vyb). (c) Two orthogonal views of the open-2 conformation (modeled after PDB ID 6crz). (c,d) Two orthogonal views of the closed-to-open-1 movies with starting model in green and ending model in red, and intermediates in partial transparency. (e) Two orthogonal views of the open-1-to-open-2 movies. (f) Surface model for end-on view of model of the closed-to-open-1 movies. (g) Surface model for end-on view of model of the open-1-to-open-2 movies. See Video 1C for motions of symmetrized opening and closing of the central pore of the spike trimer associated with motions of the RBDs. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
3.5. Symmetric super-complex of three ACE2 dimers with SARS-CoV-2 S trimers

Our modeling analysis shows that binding the two S trimers of SARS-CoV-2 to the membrane-bound ACE2 dimer likely abolishes the normal function of ACE2 activity because the density of S trimers on the surface of coronaviruses is relatively high, resulting in each ACE2 dimer binding to two adjacent S trimers. However, favorable binding alone may not be sufficient for SARS-CoV-2 to enter the host cell for replication because the central pore of the S trimer remains obstructed, and the S2 central stalk cannot be extended. A single ACE2 attached SARS-CoV-2 could not sufficiently open the central pore of the S trimer when its two RBDs remain in “down” conformations. There are two possible mechanisms for how the S1 central pore may open: (i) cooperatively opening the S central pore upon simultaneous binding three ACE2 dimers to one S trimer or (ii) non-specific dissociation of the S1 trimer. However, any dissociation of the S1 trimer before the viral and host cellular membranes are aligned would rapidly trigger the prefusion to post-fusion conversion of S2 and abort the viral membrane fusion reaction.

We docked three ACE2 dimers with B0AT onto the symmetric open-1 and open-2 conformations of the S1 trimer and observed that only the open-2 form could allow for simultaneous binding of three ACE2 dimers without physical overlapping (Fig. 4a-c).
tion has physically excluded the binding of the second and third ACE2 dimers to the other two RBDs. Without ACE2 dimers, these two RBDs may prefer to adopt the “down” configuration, establishing interactions with each other as in the observed asymmetric structure [5,20]. Upon the binding of ACE2 to the first RBD of S1 trimer, the equilibrium of the remaining two RBDs is shifted to the high-affinity state for binding additional ACE2 [57]. Thus, with increasing cellular ACE2 level, binding additional ACE2 dimers may be possible. This would accelerate the closed to open-1 transition as well as the open-1 to open-2 transition, stabilizing the symmetric open-2 conformation. The central pore of the S trimer in the symmetric open-2 conformation is large enough for the extended S2 central stalk to pass through the pore (Fig. 2, and see below).

In the presence of potent neutralizing antibodies, the equilibrium of the S protein conformations of SARS-CoV-2 has been altered, and the population of three RBDs in an all “up” conformation increases [9]. This all-up conformation would accelerate the conversion of the S2 fragment in the loaded spring state to an extended state before the virus is attached to the host membrane via binding to ACE2. In fact, these antibodies may disable this fusion apparatus by causing it to misfire. In situ studies have shown that the virus has a mixed population of both prefusion and post-fusion structures on its surface [16–18,36].

3.6. Viral membrane fusion mechanism at the cellular level

Viral membrane fusion requires an extension of its S2 central stalk that uses the sticky FP to insert itself into the host cellular membrane and then pulls the membrane toward the viral membrane for fusion. This process is irreversible so that it has a one-time capacity as a loaded spring for viral membrane fusion. When it occurs before alignment of viral and host membranes, it becomes abortive for fusion reaction. Thus, this process could be a target of anti-viral drug design. Having structures of only the prefusion and post-fusion states is not sufficient for understanding this entire process. Thus, it is essential to have snapshots of all key intermediates to fully understand this process.

Since an initial proposal of the viral membrane fusion mechanism has been published [29,30], transient fusion-active intermediates have yet to be captured structurally. Once a spike protein is in an extended fusion-active conformation, it is rapidly converted to the most stable post-fusion state via a hemi-fusion state with or without membrane. In the hemi-fusion state, the central stalk lies horizontally to the membranes, becoming a single contact line between the two membranes while all S1 fragments are dissociated from the S2 central stalk. Before and after the hemi-fusion state, the orientation of the S2 central stalk is inverted along with a migration of FP from one end to the other. In this case, the relative orientation of the elongated S2 central stalk to that of the S1 trimer is difficult to model precisely. In this study, we remove all moving parts associated with the S1 trimer and keep only the central 3-helical coiled-coils of the S2 trimer to measure the dimension of the S2 trimer within the S1 trimer.

We started this modeling using the murine hepatitis viral (MHV) S trimer in both its prefusion and post-fusion states. Our modeling results have been fully confirmed after the post-fusion cryo-EM structure of the SARS-CoV-2 S2 fragment became available (see OSM, Figs. S2, S3) [22,36,59]. This modeling provides geometric constraints for understanding the viral membrane fusion mechanism at the cellular level. In the early steps of this process, the S2 trimer remains tightly associated with the S1 trimer, which is bound to ACE2 in a tripodal configuration. The three ACE2 dimers pull the three legs of the tripod by moving away from each other (Figs. 1, 4; Video 3A, 3B, 3C). This causes thinning of the host cellular membrane at the midpoint of the three ACE2 dimers because a fixed number of lipid molecules occupies an enlarged membrane surface (Video 3C). This destabilizes the host cellular membrane for insertion of FPs. This motion also brings the host cellular and the viral membranes closer together (Video 3C). Once the FPs of the S2 fusion trimer are inserted into the host cellular membrane, it would be converted rapidly to a hemi-fusion state where the location of the 3-fold axis of the host cellular membrane
has depleted lipid molecules at the midpoint of the supercomplexes (Video 3C). Topologically, the formation of three-dimensional hemi-fusion state between a host cell and virus would require the cooperation of multiple copies of the S trimer-ACE2 dimer because a single spike trimer in the hemi-fusion state could only make a single contact line between the two membranes and would likely not be sufficient to open up a large pore connecting the two membranes. A minimal requirement for a pore formation is via three contact lines that are arranged in a closed triangle. The membrane fusion process is thus a series of highly choreographic events, requiring cooperative interactions between the ACE2-bound S1 and S2 during the conversion of S2. One can accelerate the prefusion to post-fusion conversion of the spike protein in vitro by simply treating with protease followed by heating denaturation [21]. However, such conversion is non-productive for membrane fusion.

3.7. Free energy calculations for formation of proposed supercomplexes

Free energy calculated for formation of one, two, and three ACE2/B0AT dimers with one spike trimer in solution as well as in vacuum shows a complicated pattern of allosteric regulation during complex formation (Fig. 5, Table 1). In vacuum, the binding of one ACE2/B0AT dimer with one spike trimer is strongly favored energetically. The binding of a second or a third ACE2/B0AT dimer has a binding energy almost 10- or 3-times larger, respectively, relative to the already bound ACE2/B0AT dimer. Solvation effects apparently modulate this pattern with very limited positive cooperativity in ACE2/B0AT dimer binding. In the solution state, the binding of the first ACE2/B0AT dimer is found to be slightly unfavorable, whereas the binding of a second or third ACE2/B0AT dimer is favored by an additive 45–50 kcal/mol.

Part of this regulation is related to free energy of an up-to-down conversion of the RBD of the trimeric spike protein. When two RBDs are in the down position, they interact with each other favorably so that the conversion of the down-to-up position is energetically unfavorable [19,20]. The binding of two additional ACE2/BOAT dimers can overcome this energy barrier but not the binding of one additional ACE2/BOAT dimer. Our computations therefore reveal how SARS-CoV-2 have maximized its capacity for the membrane fusion reaction. It always has one RBD of the spike trimer in an “up” position for an initial attachment to the host membrane. When the host cell membrane has a low level of ACE2/BOAT dimers, the virus is evolutionarily compliant because the fusion process cannot be completed for the spike trimer with single ACE2/BOAT dimer. When the level of ACE2/BOAT dimer is upregulated, the virus begins to form supercomplexes and initiates the membrane fusion reaction.

4. Discussion

The step-by-step visualization of viral membrane fusion is extremely challenging because the reaction intermediates are short-lived. Moreover, the fusion process can be studied only in pseudo viruses or live viruses. However, the resolution of electron tomographic structures in live viruses is still very limited and thus these studies would not provide atomic details of this process. The FP of the spike protein is initially located near the viral membrane in the prefusion state, transiently extending over 130–190 Å to insert into the host membrane in the first fusion intermediate, and then pulls the viral and host membranes towards each other to merge them – like the sticky tongue of a cameleon lizard catching a prey. So far, only two of the five predicted spike conformations of any virus have been structurally characterized, corresponding only to the beginning and ending points of the fusion process. The reason why it is difficult to capture the three other fusion intermediates is that they are extremely unstable and rapidly convert to the ultra-stable, post-fusion endpoint. Even the prefusion state of the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 is very unstable such that its wild-type protein is extremely difficult to purify in sufficient amount for structural studies. Current structural information on that state is obtained from laboratory-engineered mutant spike proteins with multiple mutations that are designed to specifically stabilize it [20].

Similar stabilizing mutational approaches may be applicable to other unstable fusion intermediates for structural studies. Our computational models provide structural information on the membrane fusion process that should be particularly valuable to design mutants of detectable intermediates for structural studies. In this case, the prefusion state of the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 is very unstable such that its wild-type protein is extremely difficult to purify in sufficient amount for structural studies. Current structural information on that state is obtained from laboratory-engineered mutant spike proteins with multiple mutations that are designed to specifically stabilize it [20].

### Table 1
Free energies calculated for formation of trimeric spike with one, two, and three ACE2/B0AT dimers (without transmembrane domains and without glycans because neither is directly involved in complex formation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spike trimer: ACE-2 dimer</th>
<th>Binding Free energy (ΔG°, kcal/mole)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vacuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1 as in Complex-1</td>
<td>–171.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:2 as in Complex-2</td>
<td>–1845.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3 as in Complex-3</td>
<td>–2395.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Omission of transmembrane domains and glycans can affect solvent energy to some extent, which would be likely canceled out because they are far away from the site of complex formation.

### Fig. 5
Models for free energy calculation. (a) spike trimer with one RBD in an up position and ACE2/B0AT with one RBD (green) bound, which RBD would be replaced with the trimeric spike. (b) One ACE2/B0AT dimer to one spike trimer. (c) Two ACE2/B0AT dimers bound to one spike trimer. (d) Three ACE2/B0AT dimers bound to one spike trimer. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
study, we have focused on symmetric spike trimers to provide information on the dimensions of its central pore, and how to keep the S2 fragment in the prefusion state. We find that when the S1 fragment falls off the complex prematurely, or when its central pore opens asymetrically (which is known to occur), nothing could prevent the rapid conversion of the S2 fragment. When the conversion occurs away from the host cells, the spike protein would undergo an abortive fusion process that would make the virus non-infectious. The computationally modeled structure of the first fusion intermediate suggests that it will rapidly converge to the post-fusion conformation due to a large 'downhill' free energy gradient. One could target the conversion from the prefusion state to the first intermediate state for drug design. This could have two orthogonal approaches. The first approach is to design small molecular inhibitors that suppress this conversion, and the second approach is to rapidly trigger this conversion before the virus approaches the host cells. The second approach can be effective because it could permanently disable the infectiousness of the virus while the first approach only slows down the viral infection.

We anticipate our analysis of membrane geometric constraints upon formation of super-complexes between dimeric ACE2 with trimeric spike protein should provide valuable insights into the observed correlation of SARS-CoV-2 infection and organ failure by disabling the normal function of the ACE2 that produces the vasodilator 7-residue peptide hormone of angiotensin [60]. Thus, the reported results could inspire the exploration of a new treatment of COVID-19 with the peptidase domain of human recombinant ACE2 for neutralizing the spike protein while maintaining a sufficient level of the vasodilator. Infection of SARS-CoV-in cell lines appears to increase the level of angiotensin-II (the substrate of ACE2) and decrease the level of the ACE2 expression, which is likely responsible for organ failure [61,62]. Currently, treatment with soluble human recombinant ACE2 (not just its peptidase domain as we propose) is underway [63,64].
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